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Z 0 3.3 3.1 95.0%
189 GeV 192.7 179.4 93.1  %
2 pb-1/day
Congratulations to LEP !





Operation DAQ Dead Time
Very bad day, power




Efficiency = 93.1 %
losses
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VDET Rotation - 1
Laser spots on wafers
(outer layers)







VDET supportsMovement already observed last year,confirmed by this year data
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Hit resolution vs polar angleResiduals to di-m single fit
z coordinate
rj coordinate
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Radiation incident effect
‘Radiation incident’ - 14th June
Average residuals
measured on the 9













Taken care by the alignment
Recoverable by reprocessing of data








Gas leak in a pump
8th August
Gain variation with time
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189 GeV data
Preliminary results
from all collected luminosity
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189 GeV data - 1
• LARGE amount of integrated luminosity
collected, systematics have to be carefully
studied (take time)
– <2 % statistical precision expected on sWW
– 1 per mil on Mw
• End of data taking one week ago
– data quality is good
– reprocessing of ‘98 data will start 16th Nov.
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189 GeV data - 2
• 4-fermion final state analyses (WW,Higgs,..)
are complicated due for example to the
increase in the ZZ process cross-section
• Need to understand the different 4f Monte-
Carlos (even if they tend to agree at the cross
section level)
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189 GeV data - 3
• Preliminary physics results only for topics
which do not require precise
– evaluation of systematics
– background subtraction
• No results on
– WW cross section, W mass
– Higgs (SM, MSSM)
...yet
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2-fermion
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2-fermion cross-section
189 GeV data
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2-fermion asymmetries
189 GeV data
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Single-g event
GeVE 68=g










1 g 480 473
2 g 25 18
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2-photon events
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ZZ and WW
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2/2.90 cGeVM recoil =-+ mm









All visible channels analyzed
4q, llqq, qqnn, llnn
SM: 0.67 pb






190 MeV 180 MeV
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Bose-Einstein correlation










BE between and inside W’s
Data
BE inside W’s only
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SUSY searches










 ee 33.7 34 90 ~4
 mm 30.6 27 83 ~8
 tt 17.1 21 73 ~2







t® cc 7.9 7 ~8
b® bc 0.7 0 ~10






Mass limits around 90 GeV
for mc=0 and mixing angle = 0°
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Chargino mass limit













Absolute limit for any Mo
and tanb should be between
27 and 32.6 GeV
lightest supersymmetric
partern mass limit
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Higgs
We have some nice events
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4b event
2/82 cGeVM ij =
2/88 cGeVM kl =
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Invisible Higgs decays
hZee ®-+ ( )( ) ( )SMHZZinvh sxs ´=® 2.
Acoplanar leptons
with mass ~ MZ
Acoplanar jets
with mass ~ MZ
Hll Hqq
Expected bacground 3.8 8.8
Observed events 5 8
Limit
87.5 GeV
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QCD studies
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Conclusions
• Congratulations to LEP for the luminosity
delivered in 1998
• Efficient ALEPH running with good quality
data
• Reprocessing of ‘98 data starts next week
®  winter conferences
• Waiting for the high luminosity provided by
LEP at the highest energy ®
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1999 running
• Z runs (2 and 1 pb-1 preferably) at beginning and
end of year
Z runs showed to be essential for systematic studies
• ALEPH accepts the number of energy steps deemed
necessary for the most efficient operation as the
energy increases
• Over all energies taken in 1999, we hope for an
integrated luminosity similar or better than this
year
